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Advanced Police Studies

BUSINESS PLAN FOR NEW PROGRAMS

Business plans must be submitted to the Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) by
December 1st, for programs to be implemented in the fall of the following academic year. APPS will
forward the business plans to the Board of Governors, Credential Validation Service, and the Ministry
for approval.
The Business Plan will be developed using this template, and in consultation with a Curriculum
Consultant from the Centre for Academic Excellence (CAE). All areas of this template and all
Appendices must be completed.
1.0

Program Specifications:

Advanced Police Studies

Title of Proposed Program:
MTCU program code (if it
exists):

MTCU73016

Credential to be Awarded:

_____
_____
_____
_____
__X__
_____

Intake(s):

___X__ Fall

Year of First Intake:

2014

No. of Students in First
Intake:
Length of Program:

Local Board Approved Certificate
Ontario College Certificate
Ontario College Diploma
Ontario College Advanced Diploma
Ontario College Graduate Certificate
Degree
_____ Winter

_____ Spring

20
Number of semesters: 2
Duration of each semester (in weeks): 15
Total program hours: 640
What Academic Calendar will be used? 2014/15

Method of Delivery:
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Will it be a co-op program?
 Experiential co-op (required to graduate)
 Mandatory co-op (not required to graduate but fee is
mandatory)
 Optional co-op (not required and fee only charged if
students opt in)
 Face to face
X Blended
 100% Online
 Weekend College
 Other
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2.0

Executive Summary

The Advanced Police Studies Graduate Certificate gives graduates specialized knowledge and advanced
skills that prepares them to work as police officers. By building oral and written communication and
investigative skills, expanding knowledge and understanding of the nature of law enforcement and order
maintenance, practicing a holistic approach to resolving conflict using a variety of resolution options including
but not limited to social services referral, court prosecution and alternative dispute resolution, and refining the
ability to analyse and to make appropriate decisions in complex situations, students will develop into
competent recruit candidates in the field of policing.
This two-semester program will be delivered through classroom and online venues, and will include a fiveweek practicum with a police agency each semester.
The program supports Fanshawe College’s initiatives to increase enrolment and to foster community
partnerships, and will retain students from the diploma programs who are currently seeking similar education
at other colleges. It is designed to teach knowledge, skills and abilities that address frequently experienced
tasks at the front-line officer level, but does not address issues that are proprietary to police.
Our policing community partners are enthusiastic about the enhanced capabilities of graduates from this
program, and are very interested in the benefits of the practicum, where they will be able to preview students
and will be confident in their suitability as potential hires. The police service representatives who participated
in the external focus group assisted us to develop a program that will produce graduates suitable for all
levels of law enforcement – municipal, provincial and federal.
There are other graduate certificate programs operating in the province that incorporate both police and loss
prevention/security training, but only three others who offer programs restricted to police training (Conestoga,
Niagara and Mohawk). This proposed program is most closely related to the Conestoga program, but is
more comprehensive in its offerings. Many Fanshawe students have participated in the Conestoga program
over the 5 years of its existence.
The limited enrolment for the program is a result of the availability of block placements with police agencies.
As with other programs using practicums, students successful in this program have a greater chance of
employment directly upon graduation, often with the agency with whom they have served.
It is anticipated that, apart from staffing, minimal resources will be required to implement the program.
Faculty will be drawn from the existing pool of professors and from practitioners in the field as part-time
faculty.

3.0

Academic Programming and Quality
See Appendix H – Form 1 Internal Stakeholder Consultation Report

Score: ___/25

3.01 Program Description
See Appendix B: Program Description
3.02 Curriculum
See Appendix F: Program of Instruction
3.03 Curriculum Design and Delivery
See Appendix A: Form 3 Program Outcomes- Curriculum Map VLO EES
The curriculum is designed to build on knowledge, skills and abilities acquired in the Police
Foundations or Protection, Security and Investigation diploma programs. Enforcement related
content is explored in greater depth and detail, and in every course, practical exercise or skill
application is built in to the curriculum delivery. All these KSAs are then brought together in the
practicum where the student experiences actual enforcement activities and participates in those
activities to the extent that they are able/permitted by the agency. Methods of delivery will address
all learning styles, and will incorporate blended learning through the use of online modules,
assessment methods, audio and video presentations, and the use of technology through resources
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including the driving simulator, emergency telecommunications equipment, and geographic
information systems software.
Further, the Community Policing Project in semester two provides the student with the opportunity
to solve a currently existing community issue, identified by a police service who is looking for a
solution. Using a team approach, students will define the issue, research applicable theories and
possible resolutions, and using problem oriented policing and other community policing models,
design a solution and present their suggestions both in person and in writing to a representative(s)
of the police service.
We believe that the use of authentic tasks will move student learning from theory to practice and
embed the skills needed and sought for by police services looking for the ideal candidate.
3.04 Vocational Program Learning Outcomes
See Appendix A: Form 1 – Vocational Program Outcomes.
3.05

Employability Skills Learning Outcomes

See Appendix A: Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes.

3.06 Ministry Form for Weighting Purposes
See Appendix E: Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program Funding
Parameters.
3.07 Relationship to Professional or Licensing Bodies
See Appendix D: Regulatory Status Form
3.08 Course Descriptions
See Appendix C: Program Curriculum
In the attached course delivery, professors will incorporate a variety of delivery methods including
online discussion, assessment, presentations and practical exercises. Some of the content will be
delivered by serving officers who are experts in their field of instruction. Curriculum will be
reinforced through authentic tasks such as crime scene evidence collection, driving skills, fitness
testing, courtroom testimony, and through the two practicums. Several of the courses require
research, and the culminating community policing project incorporates a strong research
component.
This program is designed for the graduate to have direct entry into employment in a police service.
Due to the strong practical and skills development component, it is not anticipated that this program
will articulate into other post-secondary programs. It does, however, provide a pathway for
students who finish a two-year diploma and wish to stay in the college environment rather than
moving to university or other related employment.
There are currently no accreditation bodies for this program or its graduates. However, should
there be any established in the future, the program coordinator will endeavor to participate in the
establishment of same, and will ensure that the program meets all standards developed.
4.0

Fit of Program

Score: ___/25

4.01 Institutional Fit
This program supports the college’s mission to meet employer needs by enhancing graduate skills
and abilities suited to the employer’s recruiting specifications. We support our police service
partners by assisting them to identify suitable candidates earlier in a more cost effective way
through the practicum experience.
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It supports the strategic goal to grow enrolment by introducing a new program and by supporting
the operationalization of the new School of Public Safety.
It also provides flexible learning options by incorporating web-enhanced delivery and assessment
of course content.
4.02 Similarity of Program
This is a program that is unique to the School of Public Safety, specifically focused on a target
career goal, adding disciplinary depth. It is not in competition with anything currently offered at
Fanshawe College. Due to the expected enrolment, there is little impact on space, use of
technology, or support services.
There are similar programs offered at other community colleges in the province. Conestoga
College is the most closely related to this proposed program, due to the extent of the practicum
with police services. Only Conestoga and Mohawk focus specifically on policing – the remainder
incorporate studies in the security, protection and investigation fields. Only Conestoga and
Niagara offer practicums with police services. Of the others, only Durham offers placement, and
that placement is with related agencies that support the police service.
The chart below provides information about the colleges with similar programs:
College

Conestoga

Mohawk

Niagara

Lambton

Seneca

Durham

Name of
Program

Advanced
Police
Studies

Advanced
Police Studies

Advanced Law
Enforcement
and
Investigations

Advanced
Investigation
s and
Enforcemen
t

Advanced
Law
Enforcement
and
Investigations

Credential

Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Certificate

Length

2 semesters

2 semesters

2 semesters

2 semesters

2 semesters

Tuition

6,278.44

5,212.94

5,449.46

Contemp
orary
Law
Enforcem
ent &
Justice
Graduate
Certificat
e
2
semester
spending
approval
3,648.34

3,672.00

4,656.00

# of
students
Admission
Requirements

20
Police Found
– Diploma or
equivalent relevant
University
Degree

Police Found –
Diploma LASA
Diploma (PSI)
or equivalent relevant
University
Degree
comb of
education and
work

Police Found –
Diploma
LASA Diploma
(PSI)
University
Degree
or equivalent relevant
comb of
education and
work

Diploma
or degree
related
equivalen
t work

Recognized
college
diploma
Including
Durham’s 911
call center
program
university
degree
related work
experience

Two 5-week
blocks with
police service

No

40 hrs.
ridealong with
police service

No

Police
Found –
Diploma
LASA
Diploma
(PSI)
or other
relevant
study i.e.
paralegal
relevant
degree
No

Placement
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Two
days/week for
9 weeks each
semester –
related
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agency
Other
Admission
Requirements

Mandatory
info session –
answer
questions
Driving
record
Illicit drug use
VSS
Fitness III
completion
PREP
certificate
CPC- Level C
First Aid

Criminal
Record Check

Criminal
Record Check
PREP

CPR – Level
C
VSS
First Aid
Entry
Immunization
Form

The proposed Fanshawe program differentiates from existing programs by being in partnership
with police services within our catchment area, and by offering extensive practicums and the
opportunity, through research and skills application, to assist the policing community in problem
resolution. The Fanshawe program also meets the specific requests of the external focus group
made up of stakeholders from the agencies who will be providing practicum opportunities and who
will be looking to hire graduates of the program.
4.03 Pathways between Proposed Program and Other Post-Secondary Programs
This program provides a pathway for graduates of the two-year Police Foundations and Protection,
Security and Investigations diplomas, and leads to direct employment in policing or a related field.
In order to provide practicum experience, we have partnered with the following police services, who
have indicated a willingness to accommodate students for 150 hr. placements in each of two
semesters:
Aylmer Police Service
Chatham-Kent Police Service
CN Police
Chatham-Kent Police Service
Fanshawe College Police
London Police Service
Ontario Provincial Police
RCMP
Stratford Police Service
Strathroy-Caradoc Police Service
St. Thomas Police Service
Western University
Woodstock Police Service
All the above agencies are willing to discuss any shared resources that can alleviate costs and
support both the College and the agency. For example, Fanshawe College Police is willing to
provide the use of their cruisers for officer safety demonstrations and practical exercises. Other
organizations, such as the Canadian Police Knowledge Network and the Ontario Police Video
Training Alliance are also available for partnership.
This program serves Fanshawe College in that it allows students who currently have to go down
the road to other colleges for further practical skill training to remain under the Fanshawe umbrella.
Anecdotally, there is significant interest amongst current first and second year PFT and PSI
students for this program, and those who have or are currently attending Conestoga college have
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indicated that, had this program been available when they were enrolling, they would have
preferred to remain at Fanshawe.
Conestoga College, the main competitor for this program, enthusiastically supports Fanshawe’s
development of this graduate certificate and have been very helpful in providing information and
guidance during its development.
5.0

Demand for Program

Score: ___/25

5.01 Student Demand
Below is a document provided by Strategy and Planning with regard to enrolment in similar college
programs:

This program is intended to draw from graduates of the Fanshawe PFT and PSI program. It is
expected that applicants from other colleges may apply due to the practicum and other curriculum
offerings, or due to residential considerations. The program does not compete with others in the
college and complements the PFT/PSI diploma program, as well as the Emergency
Telecommunications and Emergency Management programs.
5.02 Employment
Both the external focus group and the Program Advisory Committee for the Police Foundations
Program are enthusiastic about the development of this program. Several agencies have provided
letters of support (see Appendix I). The program curriculum was designed with input from both of
these committees, and the stakeholders are pleased that they will be able to preview quality
applicants through the practicum process, and will be confident in both the career-related and
essential employability skills graduates will possess.
Attached in Appendix J is also a report on graduate employment opportunities within the industry
over the next ten years.
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Applicants for this program are expected to be drawn from the graduating class of the PSI/PFT
programs.
6.0

Feasibility of Program

Score: ___/25

6.01 Physical Resources
a) Technology requirements
Capital equipment projection:
•

Fitness courses: $15,000 for one complete set of testing equipment suitable for
testing the PREP bona fide testing required of police service applicants

•

Crime scene investigation: $6,000 for one class set of scenes of crime evidence
collection kits

•

Police driving skills: Purchase of used police vehicle (Crown Victoria – large size
necessary for state dependent learning) and equipping with light bar and siren $6,000

•

Design of scenarios for driving simulator – 30 hrs @$50 - $1,500

•

Cost to use driving simulator - $440 ($55/hour, 8 hours)

•

One-time setup for Advanced Criminal Investigation web-based software
program $5,000

•

Additional library resources - $1,500

•

Estimated capital investment for startup - $35,500

•

Notes:


This program will require the use of the driving simulator currently owned
by Fanshawe College



Police driving skills will require the use of a police cruiser – It may be
possible to utilize college resources



Development of program specific video scenarios suitable for use in this
program as well as the diploma program to be conducted in consultation
and partnership with the School of Contemporary Media

b) Space requirements
•

Academic classrooms for 20 students

•

Parking lot area for driving skills class

•

Gym to accommodate fitness activities and defensive tactics – three hours per
week per semester

•

Office area for coordinator of program

•

Notes:


This program will require academic classrooms to accommodate 20
students for ten weeks each semester, making the classroom available
during the remaining five weeks for ad hoc bookings of meetings and
other sessions



The program will access the lab in D2003 for practical exercise
scenarios
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c) Computing requirements
•

This program will not include any new hardware/software, but will utilize
software currently in use (such as the Geographic Information Systems
software) by the Police Foundations diploma program and running on the
College system.

•

The program will use the driving simulator and will require instructor training
and simulation design.

6.02 Learning Resources
a) Additional resources to support the course content as recommended by Library staff
will cost approximately $1,500
b) Driving simulations for the driving course to be used on the driving simulator will cost
$50/hr. with an estimated requirement of 30 hours needed - $1,500
c) Students will access a web-based data management system for an annual per
student licencing fee of $150 - $200 per year, the cost of which will be embedded in
the program fee
6.03 Human Resources
a) This program will require a coordinator and one partial load faculty.
b) Courses will be staffed by part-time experts from the field and existing faculty
members from the Police Foundations program
c) Courses left vacant by utilizing PFT faculty will be backfilled with part-time
instructors
d) Continuing professional development – faculty in the fitness area will need to renew
fitness testing certifications every two years at a cost of $1,000
e) The PFT program currently has a faculty member certified by the Ontario Police

College to conduct police vehicle operations training. Should we require a certified
driving instructor, a faculty member will need to undergo that training at a cost of
approximately $2,500

f) Training of instructor for the driving simulation will be free.

6.04 Student Services/Learning Experiences
a) Centre for Academic Excellence (CAE) – the CAE has and will continue to provide
assistance in program development, and will support the launch of the program.
b) Continuing Education - none
c) International Education – International students who meet admission requirements
will be welcomed into the program but it is not expected that the program will be
marketed outside the college system
d) Centre for Research and Innovation – Research is embedded in several of the
courses, and is a significant part of the culminating exercise in Community Policing.
Curriculum design meets the parameters of the yet unpublished direction paper
from CRI.
e) Other Learner / Student Success Services as required – students of this graduate
program will be offered the same services afforded other programs.
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6.05 Marketing Plan
Strategies to market the program to potential students:
Advertising: Ads to be designed based on the target audience both through traditional
and online mediums. Ads would highlight program or cluster features for general
awareness and be highlighted/targeted to college/university grads including
Fanshawe's students.
Video Testimonials: Important to highlight student, graduate and faculty’s experiences
to post on social media outlets and the website. It would also be useful to create an
employer video highlighting our co-op program, job placement and career readiness.
Website: Update program page to include key messages, programs, testimonials, and
social media mediums. This is a great opportunity to emphasize success stories and
our renowned faculty and experts.
Social Media: Promoting the program key messages and gaining general brand
awareness for the program through Fanshawe College’s Facebook and Twitter pages.
Alumni Email (Email Campaigns): Develop a targeted email communication message
to be sent out to alumni regarding the option to specialize or upgrade their skills. This
email would be sent to alumni who have graduated from specific programs and would
be program based specific.
Communications: Internal and external communications to promote the launch of the
new program (press release, internal internet), etc.
Information Sessions: On-campus information sessions to promote the program to
internal students and prospective students. These sessions would showcase and
promote the program and encourage those to register.
Graduate Fairs: Recruitment officers would attend graduate fairs at other postsecondary institutions and promote the program at these fairs.
Brand and Reputation advises that they budget $15,000 to advertise any new program
– this program may not need such extensive promotion due to the size of the class and
the intent to draw from the existing student population.
6.06 Multi-Year Enrolment Projections (Headcount)

Year One

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Ongoing

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

Year Two
Year Three
Year Four
Number of
Graduates
Total
Enrolment
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM STANDARD VOCATIONAL
LEARNING OUTCOMES / PROVINCIAL PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION OUTCOMES (MTCU code 73016)
1. Analyse situations and synthesize the various
policies, procedures, legislation, social issues and
community resources applicable to make appropriate
decisions.

PROPOSED PROGRAM VOCATIONAL LEARNING
OUTCOMES

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE

Analyse situations and synthesize the various policies,
procedures, legislation, social issues and community
resources applicable to make appropriate decisions.

Communications I & II

(From Appendix C)

Community Policing
Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Court Preparation
Community Policing Project
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

2. Integrate legislative, professional, organizational and
ethical standards to develop a personal code of conduct.

Integrate legislative, professional, organizational and
ethical standards to develop a personal code of conduct.

Community Policing
Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Community Policing Project
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

3. Communicate professionally and effectively in all
aspects of investigation, enforcement and community
involvement.

Communicate professionally and effectively in all
aspects of investigation, enforcement and community
involvement.

Communications I & II
Community Policing
Ethics and Leadership

Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Court Preparation
Community Policing Project
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

4. Utilize technology effectively in the execution of
policing duties in both routine and complex situations.

Utilize technology effectively in the execution of policing
duties in both routine and complex situations.

Communications I & II
Community Policing
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Court Preparation
Community Policing Project
Crime Scene Investigation
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

5. Utilize effective critical thinking, problem-solving
decision making and multi-tasking in complex situations.

Utilize effective critical thinking, problem-solving decision
making and multi-tasking in complex situations.

Community Policing
Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Provincial Statutes
Community Policing Project
Crime Scene Investigation
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Police Applicant Processing and
Preparation

Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

6. Integrate physical activity, fitness and wellness
standards into the development of a personal lifestyle.

Integrate physical activity, fitness and wellness
standards into the development of a personal lifestyle.

Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle
Management
Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
Police Applicant Processing and
Preparation
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

7. Integrate effective team/leadership/relationships
building capabilities to promote effective and
harmonious workplaces and community relations within
a diverse society.

Integrate effective team/leadership/relationships building
capabilities to promote effective and harmonious
workplaces and community relations within a diverse
society.

Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle
Management
Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
Community Policing
Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Community Policing Project
Crime Scene Investigation
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

8. Apply specialized investigative methods in securing,
searching, recording, collecting, preserving and
evaluating evidence for enforcement and prosecution of
offences including generating appropriate, accurate and
comprehensive reports and legal documentation.

Apply specialized investigative methods in securing,
searching, recording, collecting, preserving and
evaluating evidence for enforcement and prosecution of
offences including generating appropriate, accurate and
comprehensive reports and legal documentation.

Communications I & II
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Court Preparation
Provincial Statutes
Crime Scene Investigation
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

9. Illustrate a commitment to self-development and life
long learning in the field of policing through the selection
and implementation of effective strategies.

Evaluate the value of commitment to self-development
and life-long learning in the field of policing and identify
effective strategies to adopt and maintain.

Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle
Management
Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
Ethics and Leadership
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

10. Utilize appropriate conflict and crisis management
techniques during dispute resolution and in potentially
dangerous situations.

Utilize appropriate conflict and crisis management
techniques during dispute resolution and in potentially
dangerous situations.

Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum I &
II

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes
SKILL
CATEGORIES

COMMUNICATION

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

·



communicate clearly, concisely, and
correctly in the written, spoken, and
visual form that fulfils the purpose and
meets the needs of the audience



respond to written, spoken, or visual
messages in a manner that ensures
effective communication

·

·

Reading
Writing
Speaking

·

Listening

·

Visual Literacy

·

Presenting

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE
(From Appendix C)

Communications I & II
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Court Preparation
Police Applicant Process and
Preparation
Provincial Statutes
Ethics and Leadership
Community Policing Project
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II
Court Preparation
Communications I & II
Police Applicant Process and
Preparation
Provincial Statutes
Conflict Resolution
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II

NUMERACY

·

Understanding and
applying
mathematical



execute mathematical operations
accurately

Community Policing
Crime Scene Investigation
Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

concepts and
reasoning

CRITICAL
THINKING &
PROBLEM
SOLVING

·

Analysing and using
numerical data

·

Conceptualizing

·

Analysing

·
·
·

·

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE
(From Appendix C)

Management
Advanced Fitness and Officer
Safety



Synthesizing

apply a systematic approach to solve
problems

Crime Scene Investigation
Conflict Resolution

Evaluating

Advanced Criminal Investigation

Decision-making

Community Policing

Creative and
innovative thinking



use a variety of thinking skills to
anticipate and solve problems

Crime Scene Investigation
Conflict Resolution
Community Policing
Community Policing Project
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II
Conflict Resolution
Provincial Statutes
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving
Skills
Ethics and Leadership

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

·

·

Gathering and
managing
information
Selecting and using



locate, select, organize, and document
information using appropriate technology
and information systems

Communications I
Crime Scene Investigation
Community Policing
Community Policing Project

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

·

·

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE
(From Appendix C)

appropriate tools and
technology for a task
or a project

Court Preparation

Computer literacy

Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II

Police Applicant Process and
Preparation

Internet skills


analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant
information from a variety of sources

Police Applicant Process and
Preparation
Community Policing
Community Policing Project
Ethics and Leadership
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II

INTER-PERSONAL

·
·
·

·
·

Team work



Relationship
management

show respect for the diverse opinions,
values, belief systems, and contributions
of others

Community Policing
Conflict Resolution
Community Policing Project

Conflict resolution

Ethics and Leadership

Leadership

Provincial Statutes

Networking

Advanced Fitness and Officer
Safety
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II
Ethics and Leadership


interact with others in groups or teams in
ways that contribute to effective working

Community Policing
Conflict Resolution

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:
relationships and the achievement of
goals

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE
(From Appendix C)

Community Policing Project
Ethics and Leadership
Advanced Fitness and Officer
Safety
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Police Studies Practicum
I & II
Ethics and Leadership

PERSONAL

·

Managing self



manage the use of time and other
resources to complete projects

Advanced Fitness & Lifestyle
Management

·

Managing change
and being flexible
and adaptable

·

Engaging in reflective
practices

Conflict Resolution

Demonstrating
personal
responsibility

Police Applicant Process and
Preparation

·

Advanced Fitness and Officer
Safety
Ethics and Leadership

Community Policing
Community Policing Project


take responsibility for one’s own actions,
decisions, and consequences

Advanced Fitness & Lifestyle
Management
Advanced Fitness and Officer
Safety
Ethics and Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Police Applicant Process and

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

COURSE TITLE / COURSE CODE
(From Appendix C)

preparation
Community Policing
Community Policing Project
Conflict Resolution
Provincial Statutes
Advanced Criminal Investigation
Crime Scene Investigation
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving
Skills
Ethics and Leadership

APPENDIX A – Form 3 Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map

PROGRAM MAPPING (Advanced Police Studies)

TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES EVALUATED BY EACH COURSE
V = Vocational Courses E = Essential Employability Skills Courses
GM = General Education (mandatory) G = General Education (elective)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

ACADEMIC CHAIR:
Date Completed:

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

4

7

Additional Comments:

x

x

x

6

7

6

10

11

x

x

8

x

x

x

x

x

12

x

x

x

x

x

11

x

x

x

x

10

x

5

x

10

x

8

x

x

5

x

x

x

7

5

7

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3

x

x

x
4

x

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

NB - Only indicate the outcomes that are Taught & Evaluated (TE or TRE) in a course
PROGRAM COORDINATOR:

x

x

# OF COURSES
EVALUATING THE
OUTCOME

x

PFLP 5020 - Advacned
Police Studies Practicum II

x

PFLP 5017 - Police
Applicant Process and
Preparation

x

PFLP 5016 - Ethics and
Leadership

PFLP 5010 - Advanced
Police Studies Practicum I

x

PFLP 5015 - Police Vehicle
Safety and Driving Skills

PFLP 5007 - Court
Preparation

x

PFLP 5014 - Crime Scene
Investigation

PFLP 5006 - Advanced
Criminal Investigations

x

PFLP 5013 - Community
Policing Project

PFLP 5005 - Conflict
Resolution

x

x

8. Apply specialized investigative methods in securing, searching, recording, collecting,
preserving and evaluating evidence for enforcement and prosecution of offences including
generating appropriate, accurate and comprehensive reports and legal documentation.
9. Evaluate the importance of commitment to self-development and life-long learning in
the field of policing and identify and initiate effective strategies to adopt and maintain.
10. Utillize appropriate conflict and crisis management techniques during dispute
resolution and in potentially dangerous situations.

PFLP 5004 -Provincial
Statutes

1. Anaylze situations and synthesize the various policies, procedures, legislation, social
issues and community resources applicable to make appropriate decisions.
2. Integrate legislative, professional, organizational and ethical standards to develop a
personal code of conduct.
3. Communicate professionally and effectively in all aspects of investigation, enforcement
and community involvement.
4. Utilize technology effectively in the execution of policing duties in both routine and
complex situations.
5. Utilize effective critical thinking, problem-solving decision making and multi-tasking in
complex situations.
6. Integrate physical activity, fitness and wellness standards into the development of a
pesonal lifestyle.
7. Integrate effective team/leadership/relationships building capabilities to promote
effective and harmonious workplaces and community relations within a diverse society.

PFLP 5003 - Community
Policing

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: (Source: MTCU
Code 73016)

PFLP 5002Communications I

1 - Introductory
2 - Intermediate
3 - Advanced

PFLP 5001 - Advanced
Fitness and Lifestyle
Management

PROGRAM VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

PFLP 5012 Communications II

LEVEL TWO
PFLP - 5011 - Advanced
Fitness and Officer Safety

LEVEL ONE

4

6

6

1

10

APPENDIX A – Form 3 Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map

PROGRAM MAPPING (Advanced Police Studies)

3. execute mathematical operations accurately.

x

x

x

x
x

7. analyze, evaluate, and apply relevant information from a variety of sources.

x
x

x

x

x

x

# OF COURSES
SUPPORTING THE
OUTCOME

x

PFLP 5020 Advacned Police
Studies Practicum II

x

PFLP 5017 - Police
Applicant Process and
Preparation

x

PFLP 5016 - Ethics
and Leadership

PFLP 5013 Community Policing
Project

x

PFLP 5015 - Police
Vehicle Safety and
Driving Skills

PFLP 5012 Communications II

x

x

x

5. use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate and solve problems.
6. locate, select, organize, and document information using appropriate technology
and information systems.

x

x

4. apply a systematic approach to solve problems.

PFLP - 5011 Advanced Fitness and
Officer Safety

x

PFLP 5010 Advanced Police
Studies Practicum I

x

PFLP 5007 - Court
Preparation

PFLP 5005 - Conflict
Resolution

x

PFLP 5006 Advanced Criminal
Investigations

PFLP 5004 -Provincial
Statutes

x

PFLP 5003 Community Policing

x

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: (Source:
MTCU Code 73016)

PFLP 5002Communications I
x

2. respond to written, spoken, or visual messages in a manner that ensures effective
communication.

7 = TRE
E = Evaluated

PFLP 5001 Advanced Fitness and
Lifestyle Management

1. communicate clearly, concisely and correctly in the written, spoken, and visual
form that fulfills the purpose and meets the needs of the audience.

4=R
5 = RE
6 = TE
T = Taught
R = Reinforced

PFLP 5014 - Crime
Scene Investigation

LEVEL TWO

LEVEL ONE
PROGRAM ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES

x

x

x

11

x

x

x

9

x

4

x

4

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

x

x

8

x

x

7

x

x

8. show respect for the diverse opinions, values, belief systems, and contributions of
others.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

7

9. interact with others in groups or teams in ways that contribute to effective working
relationships and the achievement of goals.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

7

x

x

x

x

7

x

x

x

x

x

x

11

8

5

2

8

6

10. manage the use of time and other resources to complete projects.
11. take responsibility for one’s own actions, decisions, and consequences.

TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES SUPPORTED BY EACH COURSE

PROGRAM COORDINATOR:
ACADEMIC CHAIR:
Date Completed:

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

7

8

3

3

3

Additional Comments:

x

3

7

3

2

7

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX B - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: (including occupational areas where it is anticipated graduates will find
employment)
This program gives graduates specialized knowledge and advanced skills that prepares them to work
as police officers. By building oral and written communication and investigative skills, expanding
knowledge and understanding of the nature of law enforcement and order maintenance, practicing a
holistic approach to resolving conflict using a variety of resolution options including but not limited to
social services referral, court prosecution and alternative dispute resolution, and refining the ability to
analyse and to make appropriate decisions in complex situations, students will develop into competent
recruit candidates in the field of policing.
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES: (vocational program learning outcomes must be
consistent with the requirements of the Credentials Framework for the proposed credential)
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
1. Analyze situations and synthesize the various policies, procedures, legislation, social issues and
community resources applicable to make appropriate decisions.
2. Integrate legislative, professional, organizational and ethical standards to develop a personal code
of conduct.
3. Communicate professionally and effectively in all aspects of investigation, enforcement and
community involvement.
4. Utilize technology effectively in the execution of policing duties in both routine and complex
situations.
5. Utilize effective critical thinking, problem-solving decision making and multi-tasking in complex
situations.
6. Integrate physical activity, fitness and wellness standards into the development of a personal
lifestyle.
7. Integrate effective team/leadership/relationship building capabilities to promote effective and
harmonious workplaces and community relations within a diverse society.
8. Apply specialized investigative methods in securing, searching, recording, collecting, preserving
and evaluating of evidence for enforcement and prosecution of offences including generating
appropriate, accurate and comprehensive reports and legal documentation.
9. Evaluate the importance of commitment to self-development and life-long learning in the field of
policing and identify and initiate effective strategies to adopt and maintain.
10. Utilize appropriate conflict and crisis management techniques during dispute resolution and in
potentially dangerous situations.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
• Diploma in Police Foundations from an Ontario College of Applied Arts and Technology (CAAT) or

equivalent diploma, OR University degree in a related discipline (as determined by the
College) upon completion of bridging program offered at Fanshawe College OR an acceptable
combination of related work experience and post-secondary education (as determined by the
College), plus an Ontario Secondary School Diploma, or Grade 12 equivalency, or mature
student status, AND
• Grade 12 English at any of the (C) or (U) levels, or equivalent.
POST-ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
•

All candidates must attend a mandatory interview with the coordinator of the program.

•

Practicum is mandatory for the completion of the program. Absence from placement will
prevent movement to the next semester, or graduation from the program.

•

Students attending practicum must present the following at the start of the program in
accordance with pre-admission information provided by the College:
•

Clear (no criminal offences) Police Check for Vulnerable Sector Screening (VSS)
*Criminal Screening: To be eligible for practicum, students must not have been
convicted of any criminal offence for which they have not been pardoned. An
unpardoned criminal record may result in the inability to participate in practicum and
will jeopardize their progress in the program. Acceptance for practicum is at the
discretion of the agency; some agencies may request candidate to provide a VSS
completed within six months of placement start date. Students with criminal records
are advised to meet with the Program Coordinator for academic counseling to
determine program suitability.

•
•

Students who are unable to pass a vulnerable sector check will be denied access to
field placement and will receive a failing grade in the Field Experience course

Placement agencies reserve the right to conduct criminal record and/or background checks on
students prior to allowing the student to participate in field placement with the agency.
Placement agencies also reserve the right to deny a student access to field placement.
Placement agencies reserve the right to not disclose the reason(s) for denying access to their
facility.
Applicants are advised that an individual's driving history, illicit drug use, criminal
associations and other personal behaviours may result in a student being ineligible for
practicum or disqualify an individual for consideration as a police officer

•

Proof on admission of documentation of CPR ( Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation)/AED
(Automated External Defibrillator) Level C certification

•

Proof on admission of having met Police Fitness Standards. This will include:
•

Valid PREP (Physical Readiness Evaluation for Police) certificate or certification of
ability to meet the PREP standard obtained within the six months prior to
commencement of program

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX C - PROGRAM CURRICULUM
Semester

Course Code*

Course Title (and brief course description)

1

PFLP 5001

Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle Management
This course will focus on the practical application of the
Bona Fide Occupational Requirements for policing (PREP
testing) and students will be required to participate in group
fitness training sessions in order to increase and/or maintain
an overall physical fitness level to prepare the student to
meet the physical requirements for the course.
The student will address self-responsibility, physical fitness,
nutrition, stress management and additional occupational
hazards. Students will develop strategies designed to meet
their fitness and wellness goals.

1

PFLP 5002

Communications I
Good communication skills are essential for success in law
enforcement. This first level course will focus on written
communication skills, including notebooks, occurrence
reports, and court briefs. Students will learn how to use a
records management system to log and search for
information and file reports. Spelling and grammatical skills
will be emphasized.

1

PFLP 5003

Community Policing
Police and the community work hand in hand to create a
proactive, problem-solving approach to keep the community
safe. Students will research and learn theory and practical
application of community policing strategies, including
problem oriented policing, crime analysis, crime prevention,
and methods of community engagement. This course will
prepare the student for the Community Policing Project in
Semester 2.

1

PFLP 5004

Provincial Statutes
Front-line officers spend the majority of their patrol time
enforcing provincial statutes such as the Highway Traffic
Act, Trespass to Property Act, Mental Health Act and utilize
the Provincial Offences Act. Students in this course will
practice the application of these statutes and will familiarize
themselves with the appropriate forms and related
enforcement activities.

1

PFLP 5005

Conflict Resolution
This course will address the continuum of conflict situations
from peer resolution to mediation to intervention in crisis
situations. Assessment, recognition and intervention
strategies including effective communication and non-violent
crisis intervention skills will be learned and applied in
practical scenarios.

1

PFLP 5006

Advanced Criminal Investigation
Students will conduct complex criminal investigations from
offence to court appearance. Investigative techniques
learned will include identification of the offence, witness
interviews, suspect interrogations, arrest, charging forms
and releasing documentation. Students will learn statement
analysis, the use of geographic information systems and
other techniques to assist in crime analysis. Students will
have access to data management software for case
management purposes.

1

PFLP 5007

Court Preparation
A successful prosecution begins with complete preparation.
This course will teach the role of the officer in preparing for
court from charging documents to bail hearings, release
forms and provisions and crown counsel briefs. Students
will prepare a case from start to finish, paying special
attention to proving the facts in issue and continuity of
physical evidence.

1

PFLP 5010

Advanced Police Studies Practicum I
The five-week block practicum at a local police service
and/or university/college police service exposes the student
to all aspects of routine police/peace officer life and duties.
Students will be expected to work shifts, weekends and
holidays if required. During the practicum, students will be
required to participate in on-line guided discussions related
to their practicum experience, problems they encounter and
to describe to fellow students how they are applying the
knowledge, skills and abilities developed in the program.

2

PFLP 5011

Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
This course will introduce students to defensive tactics and
officer safety practices.
Building on the concepts and practices learned in Advanced
Fitness and Lifestyle Management, students will also
maintain and improve their level of fitness through testing

and through self-evaluation.
Through lectures, practical application and self-evaluation,
students will address other components of a balanced
lifestyle, including emotional intelligence, financial
intelligence and developing and maintaining good social
interaction practices.

2

PFLP 5012

Communications II
This second level communication course will focus on
verbal skills. Students will learn to present information in a
concise, professional manner in a variety of situations
including emergent situations and community presentations.
Students will also learn to use a telecommunication system
and to use social media as an investigative tool.

2

PFLP 5013

Community Policing Project
Students will, alone or in a small group, take a problemoriented policing approach to resolve an identified need
within a community. Students will engage with police
agencies in the surrounding area to solicit real-time issues
and research and develop a plan to address the problem
appropriate for adoption by the agency.

2

PFLP 5014

2

PFLP 5015

2

PFLP 5016

Crime Scene Investigation
Professional practice in gathering evidence is essential to a
successful investigation. Students will learn techniques to
gather physical evidence and apply those skills to practical
scenarios. Students will be instructed in all commonly used
technology. Assessment of performance in this course will
be integrated with the course on court preparation.
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills
Students will enhance their driving skills through the used of
a driving simulator as well as the application of practical
skills in a police cruiser. Special attention will be given to
situations of statistically high collisions risk. Traffic stop
procedures and officer safety awareness will be integrated
into the practical component of this course.

Ethics and Leadership
More than ever before, professional behaviour in policing is
coming under public scrutiny. Officers must practice morally
strong, value-driven enforcement activities. This course
integrates ethical decision-making with strong leadership

skills. Students will use case studies and practical
scenarios to apply leadership and ethical decision-making
models.
2

PFLP 5017

Police Applicant Process and Preparation
The Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police Constable
Selection System determines the manner in which members
of police services are hired. This course will review the
testing and recruiting process and will emphasize the
individual and panel hiring interviews. Students will
participate in mock testing and will self-critique their
performance in mock interviews.

2

PFLP 5020

Advanced Police Studies Practicum II
During this second practicum, students will again
experience a five-week practicum with a police
service/university/college police service. On-line guided
discussions will allow the students to share experiences and
describe the application of capabilities developed during
their time in the program.

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX D – REGULATORY STATUS FORM
MANDATORY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
Where licensing or certification is required by legislation for entry to practice in the profession or trade,
the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities requires that colleges ensure that their programs will
meet the requirements of the regulatory body in order to be approved for funding.
There is a legislative requirement that program graduates must be certified or licensed by a
regulatory authority to practice or work in the occupation.
Name of regulatory authority___________________________
(A*) The program has been accredited or approved by the regulatory authority or its
identified third party?
OR
(B*) The college is working toward accreditation with the regulatory authority.
Status of application and expected date of achievement_______________
(C*) If the regulatory authority does not accredit educational programs directly or by an
identified third party, has it formally acknowledged (e.g. in its published or legislated
registration requirements) that the program graduates will be eligible to write any required
certifying or registration exam or that the program is otherwise recognized for the purposes
of certifying or registering a graduate?

*Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority to
support (a) or (b) or (c) above.
VOLUNTARY REQUIREMENTS
Colleges may choose to have a program accredited or recognized by a voluntary membership
organization or association. Graduate eligibility for association recognition or adherence to standards
imposed by the body is not a requirement for program funding approval by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities.
Recognition of the program by a voluntary professional body:
Is being sought:

Name of professional body: ___________________________________

The college is working toward recognition.
Status of application and expected date of achievement: ______________________
Recognition has been received.
Type of recognition (e.g. accreditation, graduates eligible to write membership exams,
etc.):________________________________________________________
 Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the voluntary association that
recognition has been received.
XX Recognition is not being sought (please note there may be titling implications for programs that are
not compliant in an area where other existing programs are).

APPENDIX E
Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program Funding Parameters
Total Hours Required per Student
College:Fanshawe College

Program title: Advanced Police Studies
Graduate Certificate

Indicate the number of hours that a student is required to spend in each instructional setting in
each semester or level of this program. All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted.

Semester/Level
Instructional Settings*

Classroom instruction

i

Laboratory/workshop/fieldwork

ii

Independent (self-paced) learning

One-on-one instruction

Clinical placement

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total

140

110

270

30

60

70

150

150

300

320

320

640

iii

iv

v

Field placement/work placement
** x Mandatory

Optional

Co-op work placement
**

1

Mandatory

Small group tutorial

vi

vii

Optional
viii

Other (specify)
TOTAL

*Definitions for each instructional setting can be found on pages 5 – 7 or in electronic version
place mouse over end note reference beside each setting.
** All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted including optional field or co-op
placements.

•

i

Classroom instruction: instruction that may be provided in a setting in which individuals do not
require access to equipment, except as listed below:
Situations in which microcomputer labs are used for instruction in standard word processing,
spreadsheet, and database software packages
“Traditional” classrooms and lecture halls
“Virtual” classrooms used in on-line learning
Situations in which laboratories and workshops may be used for convenience

•

ii

Laboratories/workshops/fieldwork: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students
hands-on experience; this instructional setting is characterized by:
Activities in which students are provided with instruction and are directly supervised by college
staff.
Settings either inside college facilities (e.g., laboratories, workshops) or outside college facilities
(e.g., fieldwork) in which individual students are required to use instructional equipment
and/or supplies. These settings do not include situations in which microcomputer labs are
used for instruction of standard word processing, spreadsheet, and database software
packages or situations in which laboratories and workshops are used for convenience.

•
•
•

iii

Independent (self-paced) learning: student directed learning in which contact with college
staff is limited to situations in which advice or solutions to specific problems is sought.
iv

One-on-one instruction: those exceptional situations in which college academic staff can
provide instruction to only one student at a time.
v

Clinical placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students hands-on
experience in a hospital or health care setting; this instructional setting is characterized by:
Activities that are an integral component of the curriculum of the program and necessary for the
successful completion of the program.
Activities in which students are continually supervised directly by college staff or individuals
working on behalf of the college.

•

vi

Field placement/work placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give students
hands-on experience in the workplace and for which the students do not receive a regular salary or
wage from the employer; this instructional setting is characterized by:
Activities that are an integral component of the curriculum of the program and are necessary for
the completion of the program.
Activities in which college staff do not directly supervise students and for which college staff
undertake one or more of the following activities:
•

Make periodic site visits

•

Ensure that assignments given to students and the work being done by students are
suitable for the program

•

•

Monitor the students’ progress in the field placement activity

•

Help address problems encountered by students in the field or work placement
activity

•

Evaluate students’ performance in the field or work placement activity

vii

Co-operative education work placement: scheduled hours of activities intended to give
students hands-on experience in the workplace and for which students receive a regular salary or wage
from the employer; this instructional setting is characterized by:
A period of time that is normally one-half of and not less than one-third of the time spent in
academic study. The work placement does not replace the academic component of the
program.
Activities that are not an integral component of the curriculum of the program and are an
enhancement to the program.
Activities in which college staff do not directly supervise students and for which college staff
undertake one or more of the following activities:

•

•

Evaluate the work placement site

•

Make periodic site visits

•

Ensure that assignments given to students and the work being done by the students
are suitable for the program

viii

Small group tutorial: instruction that, for androgogical reasons, must be provided to groups of
fewer than 10 students and that may be provided in a setting in which individual students do not require
access to equipment except as indicated below:
Situations in which microcomputer labs are used for the instruction of standard word processing,
spreadsheet, and database software packages
Situations in which laboratories and workshops are used for convenience

APPENDIX F - Program of Instruction
Prog #
Plan #

Program Name: Advance Police Studies
Plan Name:
FOR STUDENTS ADMITTED IN 2014-15 (Reg. Term)
2014F

LEVEL 1
Course Name
Crs. No.
PFLP
5001 Advanced Fitness and Lifestyle
Management
PFLP
5002 Communications I
PFLP
5003 Community Policing
PFLP
5004 Provincial Statutes
PFLP
5005 Conflict Resolution
PFLP
5006 Advanced Criminal Investigation
PFLP
5007 Court Preparation
PFLP
5010 Advanced Police Studies Practicum I
Total Credits:

Credits
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
15

Material
Fee

20
30
20
20
30
20
150

2015W

Crs. No.
PFLP
5011
PFLP
5012
PFLP
5013
PFLP
5014
PFLP
5015

PFLP

Hours
30

32

LEVEL 2

PFLP
PFLP

Elective

Course Name
Advanced Fitness and Officer Safety
Communications II
Community Policing Project
Crime Scene Investigation
Police Vehicle Safety and Driving Skills

5016 Ethics and Leadership
5017 Police Applicant Process and
Preparation
5010 Advanced Police Studies Practicum I
Total Credits:

Page 1 of 1

Credits
4
3
2
3
2

Elective

Hours
40
30
20
30
20

2
1

20
10

15

150

32

Material
Fee

APPENDIX G - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating
Program Name
Program type

Advanced Police Studies
Graduate Certificate - Additional cost Recovery
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total

Incremental revenues
Grants:
Advanced Police Studies

Notes
1

Tuition:
Advanced Police Studies
Program Specific fee **

2,3,4
5

n/a

Other associated revenue
sub-total

Incremental expenses
Indirect salaries:
Admin/Support staff
Teaching salaries:
Full time - number required
- cost @ $129,061
Part time - hours per week req'd
- cost @ see below
One time costs - facilities
fitup/equipment
PREP exam fees
Operating expenses - kits / travel
Capital expenses

6
7

sub-total

incremental cash inflows
CTO%
Net present value @ 8%

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

68,590

617,310

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

95,000
9,462

950,000
94,620

0
104,462

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
173,052

0
1,661,930

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
22
42,344
0
35,500
3,600
5,000

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

0
0
22
42,344

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

3,600
5,000

86,444

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

50,944

544,943

18,018

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

122,108
71%

1,116,987

$722,973

1

0
423,443
0
35,500
36,000
50,000
0

APPENDIX G - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating
Notes:
1. Grant based on existing Autism Grad Cert program
2. Tuition based on existing Autism Grad CertXXX program
3. 100%/0% domestic/international enrolments assumed
4. Based on lvl 1 enrolment total of 20
5. Based on estimate - Fitness 101, PREP exam fee and data management system licence fee
6. Based on costs for fitness equipment, police vehicle, driving simulations, case management software setup, additional library resources and crime scene investigation kits
7. Includes cost of use of driving simulator and replenishing crime scene investigation kits along with miscellaneous expenses

INPUT FIELDS

Tuition - domestic lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$2,500.00
$0.00

Grant all levels
(per term)

$1,805.00

Program specific fee all levels

$249.00

Tuition - international lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$5,925.00
$0.00

Enrolment split domestic
international
Part time / Partial load split %
hrly rate
(incl. ben's)
Number of weeks for PT/PL

100%
0%
PT
PL
PT
PL

59%
41%
$80.00 - total cost above includes CA of $3,419 per year
$100.65
20

2

APPENDIX G - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating

YEAR 1
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
20
18
0
0
38

Int'l
0
0
0
0
0

20
18
0
0
38

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
0.00

Int'l
5,925.00
5,925.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

3

APPENDIX G - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating

YEAR 2
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
20
18
0
0
38

Int'l
0
0
0
0
0

20
18
0
0
38

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
0.00

Int'l
5,925.00
5,925.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
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YEAR 3
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
20
18
0
0
38

Int'l
0
0
0
0
0

20
18
0
0
38

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
0.00

Int'l
5,925.00
5,925.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
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APPENDIX G - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating

YEAR 4
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
20
18
0
0
38

Int'l
0
0
0
0
0

20
18
0
0
38

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
2,500.00
2,500.00
0.00
0.00

Int'l
5,925.00
5,925.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00
1,805.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
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Appendix H

CONSULTATION REPORT FOR
NEW PROGRAMS & MAJOR PROGRAM REVISIONS
Revised: September 10, 2013

Title of Proposed Program:

Advanced Graduate Certificate – Police Studies
Catherine Nanton ext 2023

Submitted By:

73016

MTCU code:

The Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) has approved the new program idea.
The following consultations are required before the full business plan is submitted to APPS
(Stage Gate 2).

1. Area: Academic Division - Academic Studies
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected X

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

2. Area: Academic Division - General Studies

Business Plan: 3.02

Date of Meeting:
29AUG13
Results of Discussion:

Participants:
Denise Blay

Not Affected X

Issue(s) Unresolved:

3. Area: Academic Division - Other Affected
Division(s)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected X

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

4. Area: Centre for Academic Excellence

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
Ongoing
Tracy Gedies
Results of Discussion:
Guidance as to completion of business plan, provision of assistance in curriculum development
Issue(s) Unresolved:

5. Area: Centre for Research and Innovation

Business Plan: 3.08

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
05SEP13
Dan Douglas
Results of Discussion:
Ensure inclusion of research component into content - included in Semester 1 Community Policing
course, Semester 2 Community Policing Project and embedded in other courses.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

6. Area: Continuing Education

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected X

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
30AUG13
Susan Cluett
Results of Discussion:
Include Bruce Smith of Continuing Education – No implications for Continuing Education
Issue(s) Unresolved:

7. Area: Regional Campuses

Business Plan:

Not Affected X

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
30AUG13, 06SEP13
Susan Cluett, Liz Schonemann
Results of Discussion:
Include Liz Schonemann, coordinator of Police Foundations, Woodstock campus (done)
Issue(s) Unresolved:

8. Area: Co-operative Education (Co-op )
Date of Meeting:
23AUG13
Results of Discussion:
No impact

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected X

Participants:
Darlene O’Neill

Issue(s) Unresolved:

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

9. Area: Facilities Management (Space Requirements)

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
09SEP13
Harry Bakker
Results of Discussion:
No issue with academic space requirements.
Utilization of resources from security/campus police may be possible, request for ongoing discussion of
needs and available resources.
Issue(s) Unresolved: Meet to discuss time constraints re: driving labs. Need to determine reasonable
means to provide students with access to a police style vehicle (cruiser)

10. Area: Timetabling and Scheduling (Timetabling
Business Plan:
Not Affected 
and Scheduling)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
29AUG13
Lisa Dennis
Results of Discussion:
No academic classroom space issues – program can be accommodated. Gym space could be a concern
Issue(s) Unresolved:
Agreement in principle with Nathan McFadden, manager of Athletics –actual space allocation remains to
be determined – storage space will need to be arranged.

11. Area: Financial Services (Budget Projections)
Date of Meeting:
09SEP13
Results of Discussion:
Pro Forma Statement prepared

Business Plan: 6.07

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.03

Not Affected x

Participants:
Steve Firth

Issue(s) Unresolved:

12. Area: Human Resources (Staffing Plan)
Date of Meeting:
11SEP13
Results of Discussion:

Participants:
Julia Boffa

Courses will be staffed by part-time experts from the field and existing faculty members from the
Police Foundations program. See business plan section 6.03 for more details
Issue(s) Unresolved:

13. Area: Information Services (Technology
Business Plan: 6.01
Requirements)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
30AUG13
Gordon Worrall

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

Not Affected X

April 2013

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

14. Area: International Centre

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
03SEP13
Bruce Wilson
Results of Discussion:
Notify when program approved and it will be included in marketing documentation – there is potential for
international students to participate if their intent is to become landed immigrants and therefore qualify as
candidates for employment.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

15. Area: Library (Learning Resources)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.02

Not Affected 

Participants:
Megan Anderson

Results of Discussion:
Documentation of resources recommended for addition to the library provided
Issue(s) Unresolved:

16. Area: Reputation and Brand Management
Date of Meeting:
04SEP13
Results of Discussion:
Provided marketing plan

Business Plan: 6.05

Not Affected 

Participants:
Simone Moreau-Rodgers

Issue(s) Unresolved:

17. Area: Registrar’s Office (Admission Requirements)

Business Plan: 3.01

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
10SEP13
Scott Walker
Results of Discussion:
Recommendation that an information package be prepared to accompany the offer of acceptance with
thorough information about post-admission requirements, and the establishment of information sessions
either pre- or post-application
Issue(s) Unresolved:

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

18. Area: Registrar’s Office (Enrollment Projections)
Date of Meeting:
10SEP13
Results of Discussion:
Agreement and support for program
Issue(s) Unresolved:

Business Plan: 6.06

Not Affected 

Participants:
Janice Lamoureux

19. Area: Registrar’s Office (Tuition Fees)

Business Plan: 6.08

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
10SEP13
Tracy Davies
Results of Discussion:
Fees are competitive in the market and within governmental recommendations
Issue(s) Unresolved:

20. Area: Brand & Reputation / Recruitment
Business Plan: 5.01
Not Affected 
(Student Demand)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
04SEP13
Simone Moreau-Rodgers
Results of Discussion:
Students will be solicited from existing diploma program students – marketing plan provided for reaching
outside applicants
Issue(s) Unresolved:

21. Area: Counseling and Accessibility Services
Date of Meeting:
29AUG13
Results of Discussion:
?

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected X

Business Plan: 5.02

Not Affected 

Participants:
Robert Kitchen

Issue(s) Unresolved:

22. Area: Contract Training Services

Date of Meeting:
Participants:
10SEP13
Tom Pickard, Anabela Ferreira
Results of Discussion:
CE can provide bridging program for university graduates applying to the program
Students to have access to driving simulator as part of the program. Program to provide instructor, CE to
provide train the trainer instruction.

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Issue(s) Unresolved:

23. Area: Other Consultation, as required
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan:

Not Affected X

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

24. Dean’s Comments

I verify that the above consultations have occurred and that all issues have been
resolved, with the exception of those noted above.
Date:
(Signature)

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Appendix I

August 12th, 2013
Catherine Nanton
Coordinator/Professor
Police Foundations
Fanshawe College
1001 Fanshawe College Blvd
London ON N5V 1W2
Advanced Police Studies Program
Please accept this letter of support from my organization for your proposed Advanced Police Studies
Graduate Certificate program. The Aylmer Police have been fortunate to have participated in the
development process for this program and as such we endorse its’ implementation.
As a provider of policing services we always seek well educated applicants. I believe that graduating
students from this program would have enhanced knowledge, skills and abilities making them desirable
applicants for employment within the policing community.
As a graduate from Fanshawe College myself, I have benefited from the core program provided. The
Advanced Police Studies Program will further enhance the employable prospects of future graduates and
additionally elevate the profile of Fanshawe College as provider of specialized training.
Sincerely,

Andre Reymer
Chief of Police

September 4, 2013
Ms. Catherine Nanton
Coordinator/Professor
Police Foundations
Fanshawe College
1001 Fanshawe College Blvd
London, Ontario
N5V 1W 2
Dear Ms. Nanton:
As a participant in the development stages of the Advanced Graduate Certificate
in Police Studies at Fanshawe College, I am happy to hear that this program may
be moving forward in the near future.
CN Police strongly supports the Police Foundations program, and we believe that
graduates of this advanced certificate will gain enhanced knowledge, skills and
abilities, making them desirable applicants for employment within the policing
community. W e look forward to meeting and interviewing graduates of the
program for careers with our agency.

Cst Scott McCallum
CN Police - London
1-800-465-9239
Cell: (519) 280-4583
Office: (519) 661-2728

Woodstock Police Service
615 Dundas Street
Woodstock, Ontario
N4S 1E1
Administration: (519) 421-2800
Facsimile: (519) 421-2287
Address all correspondence to:
The Office of the Chief of Police
August 21, 2013
Ms. Catherine Nanton
Coordinator/Professor
Police Foundations
Fanshawe College
1001 Fanshawe College Blvd.,
London, ON
N5V 1W2
Dear Ms. Nanton:
I am pleased to hear that Fanshawe College is proceeding towards the
development of an Advanced Police Studies Graduate Certificate Program. Having been
a participant in the development process for this program, I certainly support the
implementation of the program and am confident that the enhancements made will
provide graduating students with the added knowledge, skill and abilities to make them
desirable applicants for employment within the policing community
If there are any questions regarding my endorsement please feel free to contact
me at 519-421-2800 Ext.2230, Fax # 519-421-2287 or email at
DLongworth@Woodstockpolice.ca
Sincerely

Daryl Longworth
Deputy Chief of Police

Appendix J - Occupational Projection for Advanced Police Studies
Proposed Program 1:
Advanced Police Studies
Occupation and NOC Levels:
Police Officers and Firefighters (626)
Relevant Occupations in this Group and NOC Code(s):
Police Officers (Except Commissioned; 6261)
National Level
Over the 2008-2010 period, this occupation experienced strong employment growth and the
unemployment rate remained very low. The average hourly wage increased at the same rate as for other
occupations. Wages are very high compared to other occupations requiring a college diploma. According
to key labour market indicators, the number of job seekers was insufficient to fill the job openings in this
occupation.
According to the Canadian Occupational Projection System (COPS), for this occupational group (i.e.,
Police Officers and Fire-Fighters), job openings are expected to total 43,262 between 2011 and 2020. It is
also expected that 42,034 job seekers will be available to fill these job openings in Canada (see figure
below).
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Based on projections and considering that this occupation experienced excess demand, it is expected that
excess demand will continue. In other words, there will be insufficient job seekers to fill the job openings
in this occupation over the 2011-2020 period. Expansion demand will be weaker over the 2011-2020
period than it was over the previous ten years because the public safety sector will be facing the same
budget cuts as other areas of government spending. However, as in the 2001-2010 period, the majority of
job openings will arise from replacement needs, and 65% of job openings will be due to retirements.
1

Information was extracted from various sources: Canadian Occupational Projection System, Working in Canada
(Government of Canada website), Labour Market Information (Human Resources and Skills Development Canada)
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Appendix J - Occupational Projection for Advanced Police Studies
However, even though retirements will account for the majority of available positions, the retirement rate
for police officers and firefighters is not much higher than the average for all occupations. Workers in this
occupation are relatively young in relation to the average for all occupations, but they retire earlier than
other occupations. Given the nature of the occupation, the vast majority of job seekers will come from the
school system.

Provincial Level (Ontario)
In Ontario, the outlook for police officers (except commissioned) is expected to be ‘fair’ over the period
2012-2013.
At the time of the 2006 census, there were about 26,500 police officers in Ontario, a moderate increase
from the previous census (+13.5%). The highest concentrations per capita exist in Ottawa, KitchenerWaterloo-Barrie, Northeastern Ontario and Northwestern Ontario. They are employed by the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), the Canadian Forces, Canadian
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), and municipal police detachments. Some First Nations communities
also administer their own police services in conjunction with the provincial and federal governments.
A more security-conscious society and population growth will contribute to the increased services.
In addition to openings from employment growth, many openings will be created by the need to replace
workers who retire and those who leave local agencies for Federal jobs and private sector security jobs.
However, the level of employment for police officers is determined by the level of government spending.
The number of job opportunities, therefore, can vary from year to year and from place to place. Less
competition for jobs will occur in departments that offer relatively low salaries or those in urban
communities where the crime rate is relatively high.
Regional Level (London)
Compared to other occupations, this is not a significant occupation in this region.
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